## Suricata - Feature #4489

decode: add VNTAG decoder (6.0.x)

05/13/2021 01:26 PM - Jeff Lucovsky

| Status: | In Review |
| Priority: | Normal |
| Assignee: | Jeff Lucovsky |
| Category: |  |
| Target version: | 6.0.3 |
| Effort: |  |
| Difficulty: |  |
| Label: |  |

### Description
Add VNTag decoding to 6.0.x -- ensure that is is configured off by default.

Original PR: [https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6095](https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6095)
Merged in PR: [https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6101](https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6101)

**Related issues:**
- Copied from Feature #4498: decoder: add VN-Tag support

### History

#### #1 - 05/13/2021 01:35 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Status changed from Assigned to In Progress

Cherry-pick(s):
- d156c2dfb10256a5ac279f13d09bb183f2b2ed678
- 9d2d441af16a9638bea852d77dc6925787163f62
- b26d3a76037726de9e5170f54ca32c5cb4fced
- 29c03ddb1064408c0970e5ba5bebb6fa07ae0b14
- e8f6fa257b433aa028462a4f9c2123b7a07059c8
- 0b53b2cc158ae2c20b207d4fe09783360c639ae0

#### #2 - 05/14/2021 01:00 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Status changed from In Progress to In Review

The decoder is off by default. It can be enabled with decoder.vntag.enabled

[https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6117](https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6117)

#### #3 - 05/18/2021 08:33 AM - Victor Julien
- Subject changed from 6.0.x -- add VNTAG decoder to decode: add VNTAG decoder (6.0.x)

#### #4 - 05/18/2021 11:43 AM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Copied from Feature #4498: decoder: add VN-Tag support added
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